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Phosphasalen Complexes 

Irene Mustieles Marín,[a] Thibault Cheisson,[a] Rohit Singh Chauhan,[a] Christian Herrero,[c] Marie 

Cordier,[a] Carine Clavaguéra,[a,b]* Grégory Nocton,[a]* and Audrey Auffrant [a]* 

 

Abstract: Non-innocent ligands render the determination of the 

electronic structure in metal complexes difficult. A combination of 

experimental techniques and quantum chemistry are required to 

correctly elucidate it. This paper deals with the one-electron oxidation 

of copper(II) and nickel(II) complexes featuring phosphasalen ligand 

(Psalen), which differs from their salen analogues by the presence of 

iminophosphorane groups (P=N) instead of imines. Various 

experimental techniques (X-ray diffraction, cyclic voltammetry, NMR, 

EPR, and UV-vis spectroscopies, and magnetic measurements) as 

well as quantum chemistry calculations were used to define the 

electronic structure of the oxidized complexes. This can be deeply 

modified by a small change in the ligand structure, i.e. the 

replacement of a tert-butyl group by a methoxy on the phenoxide ring. 

The different techniques have allowed quantifying the amount of spin 

density located on the metal center and on the Psalen ligands. All 

complexes were found to possess a multi-configurational ground state, 

in which the ratio of the +II vs. +III oxidation state of the metal center, 

and therefore the phenolate vs. phenoxyl radical ligand character, 

varies upon the substituents. The tert-butyl group favors a strong 

localization on the metal center whereas with the methoxy group the 

metallic configurations decrease and the ligand configurations 

increase. The importance of the geometrical considerations 

compared with the electronic substituent effect is highlighted by the 

differences observed between the solid-state (EPR, magnetic 

measurements) and solution characterizations (EPR and NMR data). 

Introduction 

Transition metal complexes bearing so-called non-innocent 

ligands[1] have recently become an area of intensive research.[2] 

In these systems, a redox event can take place either on the 

ligand and/or the metal, which drastically complicates the 

assignment of the oxidation state of the metal. Di-imine, 

phenolamine, catechol or phenol based ligand systems[3] are 

examples of such non-innocent ligands. Thus, Chirik and 

Wieghardt elegantly demonstrated how bis-iminopyridines can 

act as electron reservoirs “conferring nobility to base metals”, [4] 

opening the way to new reactivity and catalytic reactions.[2a, 5] Bio-

inorganic systems, such as the cytochrome P450 or the galactose 

oxidase enzyme, often possess redox-active ligands. As an 

example, galactose oxidase, which catalyzes the aerobic 

oxidation of primary alcohols in aldehydes, was shown to 

incorporate a copper(II) center and a tyrosine radical in its active 

site. In 1998, one-electron oxidized copper(II) salen complexes 

characterized as phenoxyl radical complexes were proved to 

behave as functional biomimetic models of the galactose  

oxidase.[6]  

Complexes containing salen ligands have attracted the interest of 

numerous research groups because of the many different 

possible variations of the ligand backbone and its electronic 

structure, which combines donating oxygen atoms and 

withdrawing imine moieties.[3a, 7] Therefore, this family of ligands 

allows many different redox situations. Additionally, 

intramolecular electron transfers are also possible and have 

contributed to the popularity of this ligand family. Because of the 

relative energy of the low-lying imine empty  orbitals, a reductive 

metal center will be stabilized, but if the reduction potential is too 

low, an electron transfer occurs followed by typical radical 

coupling.[8] On the other hand, oxidative metal centers will readily 

allow the formation of an electronic structure in which a 

delocalized electronic hole is created on the ligand.[3a,9] This latter 

consideration is relevant for the galactose oxidase electronic 

structure[10] and was largely studied.[11]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Structures of some salen and salophen copper complexes. 
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Examples of copper and nickel complexes bearing various salen 

ligands have been reported over the last decade, each one 

exhibiting a different electronic structure (Figure 1). For [Cu(1,2-

salcntBu)], a CuIII complex was characterized in the solid-state 

whereas a reversible spin-equilibrium between a ligand radical 

species and a high valent complex was suggested in solution.[12] 

In [Cu(1,2-salcnOMe)] (Figure 1), the introduction of a better donor, 

led to a partially localized copper(II) radical salen complex after 

oxidation.[13] Whereas with an electron-withdrawing CF3 group, a 

CuIII center was evidenced below 233 K.[14] Subtle modifications 

such as the use of 1,3-salcn chelate in place of 1,2-salcn (Figure 

1) altered the electronic structure of the mono-oxidized derivative, 

which was described as a ligand radical complex both in solution 

and in the solid-state. The incorporation of an aromatic ring within 

the ligand backbone allowed upon oxidation the formation of an 

o-diiminobenzene radical in the case of [Cu(salophen-(OMe)2)] 

whereas for [Cu(salophen)] and [Cu(OMe-salophen)] the 

phenoxyl radical was favored.[15] 

The fast development of these so-called redox non-innocent 

ligands[2a, 16] shed light on many studies aiming at better 

understanding the reasons leading to unusual electronics, and 

very recent reports feed the debate on high valent late transition 

metals.[17] In particular, considerable efforts in the synthesis and 

characterization of high valent copper(III) and nickel(III/IV) 

complexes have been made in recent years. Thus, the groups of 

Sanford, Mirica and Fout, among others, have reported examples 

of formally NiIV complexes,[18] NiIII complexes have found 

applications in synthetic transformations,[19] while CuIII complexes 

have very often been proposed as key intermediates.[20] They also 

have been isolated by different groups[21] and their oxidation state 

assessed by various spectroscopies.[22] Since the seminal works 

by Solomon, Cu K-edge X-ray adsorption spectroscopy has often 

been viewed as the gold standard for the determination of 

physical oxidation states.[21b] However, recent results from 

Tomson, Warren, Wieghardt and Lancaster have tempered some 

of these interpretations.[17a, 23] 

The difficulty in determining the oxidation state in transition metal 

complexes arises from covalency, i.e. the orbital overlap,[24] which 

allows the description of a bonding orbital delocalized over two 

fragments. The valence of the metal center is given by the formal 

electron count in this delocalized orbital.[25] If the orbital overlap 

decreases but the two ionic fragments remain close in energy, the 

bonding electrons may be spatially located in several different 

orbitals, allowing the description of several different 

configurations, in which the oxidation state of the metal center 

varies.[12, 26] Playing with the relative energy of the two different 

fragments tends to localize the valence electrons in either one of 

the configurations: the preponderant configuration[1] is metal-

based or ligand-based.[17a] It is also conceivable that different 

configurations with an identical spin state may all contribute to the 

electronic ground state of the molecule, allowing a multi-

configurational state. Such a situation is particularly well 

addressed in several lanthanide coordination complexes,[27] which 

cannot develop orbital overlap with their ligand to a great extent 

because of the nature of the 4f valence orbitals, then allowing 

multi-configurational ground states. The relative energy of the 

different fragments modifies the ratio of the different 

configurations in the ground state.[28] In transition metals, this 

questioning has recently been discussed for NO complexes,[29] 

and for copper-O2 complexes.[30]  Indeed, the possible orbital 

overlap that allows small mixing of the metal and ligand orbitals 

does not help in the accurate description of the spectroscopic 

oxidation state. Therefore, only a careful examination of the 

electronic structure allows the better description of the 

spectroscopic oxidation state in metal complexes with so-called 

redox non-innocent ligands.[31a, b] 

Given our interest in electron-rich iminophosphorane (P=N) based 

ligands as alternatives to imine ones,[32] we began to study the 

phosphorous analogues of salen, that we termed phosphasalen 

(or Psalen).[33] In a previous study, we investigated the electronic 

structure of [Ni(PsalentBu)] (Figure 2) and its one-electron 

oxidized product, which was characterized as a rare temperature 

persistent high valent tetracoordinated NiIII complex.[34] This was 

in contrast with the salen derivatives for which one-electron 

oxidation led to a radical complex.[13, 26, 35]  

 

 

 

Figure 2. Structures of phosphasalen copper and nickel complexes studied in 

this work. 

In the present work, we report the experimental and theoretical 

electronic structure studies of a series of nickel and copper 

complexes with two different phosphasalen ligands, the PsalentBu 

and the PsalenOMe ligands (Figure 2). Since Ni and Cu sit next to 

each other in the periodic table and the geometry of the 

complexes is similar, a direct electronic comparison has allowed 

the evaluation of the metallic contribution in the overall redox 

delocalization in these molecules using different spectroscopies 

complemented by quantum chemical calculations. Several 

contradictions appear in the description of the electronic structure 

of these complexes, leading us to propose a multi-configurational 

ground state for these cationic copper and nickel phosphasalen 

complexes. This therefore represents another important 

contribution to the vigorous debate concerning high oxidation 

states.[17, 31b, 36] 

Results  

Synthesis and solid state studies 

Synthesis 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The two phosphasalen ligands (PsalentBu[32b] and PsalenOMe[37]) 

as well as the [Ni(PsalentBu)] and [Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6)[34] were 

synthesized as previously published. In a general procedure, the 

phosphasalen ligand was generated in situ by deprotonation of 

the bis-aminophosphonium derivatives with potassium hydride 

(KH) or potassium hexamethyldisilazane (KHMDS) in THF before 

the addition of the metal precursor ([NiBr2(DME)] or CuBr2). 

Removal of insoluble salts by filtration of THF and CH2Cl2 

solutions, followed by precipitation with petroleum ether, delivered 

the neutral complexes [Ni(PsalenOMe)], [Cu(PsalentBu)] and 

[Cu(PsalenOMe)] in 85, 66 and 82% yield, respectively. X-ray 

suitable crystals were obtained for all three complexes. Their 

structures are shown in Figures S2-4, while metric parameters are 

given in Tables S1, S2, S3. 

Scheme 1. Chemical oxidation to [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6), 

[Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) and [Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6). 

The oxidation of the neutral complexes was performed using a 

stoichiometric amount of silver salt (AgSbF6) in order to form the 

ionic pairs of [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6), [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) and 

[Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) (Scheme 1). During the oxidation reaction, 

metallic silver precipitated and the color of the copper solutions 

changed from green to purple, while the solution of 

[Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) is dark brown. After removal of silver, the 

respective complexes were isolated in good yields (82 to 85 %). 

Recrystallized material suitable for X-ray crystallography and 

spectroscopic analysis were obtained from concentrated 

CH2Cl2/toluene solutions stored at -40 °C for the copper 

complexes, while [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) was recrystallized by 

slow diffusion of petroleum ether into a saturated CH2Cl2 solution. 

The X-ray structure of [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6), 

[Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) and [Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) are shown in 

Figures 3 and 4. Metric parameters are reported in Tables 1 and 

2. 

 

X-ray diffraction studies 

Given the non-coordinating nature of hexafluoroantimonate 

counter anion (SbF6
-), direct comparisons between neutral and 

oxidized forms are possible. 

In [Ni(PsalenOMe)], the nickel ion adopts a distorted square-planar 

geometry with a NOON torsion angle of 12.0 ° (Figure S2). This 

torsion angle is larger than the one found in [Ni(PsalentBu)] (6.2 °). 

This can be further evidenced using the 4 parameter, which is an 

index of the distortion from square planar (4 = 0) to tetrahedral 

geometry (4 = 1).[38] The deviation from planarity increases by 

replacing one tert-butyl group by a methoxy one (from 0.06 to 0.12, 

Table 1). 

 

Figure 3. ORTEP of [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) with thermal ellipsoids at 50 % 

probability. Hydrogen atoms and the SbF6 anion have been omitted for clarity. 

Selected angles (deg): N1-Cu-O2 170.41(1), N2-Cu-O1 165.46(1). 

Table 1. Selected bond lengths and angles for neutral and cationic nickel 

complexes (data for PsalentBu complexes from reference 34). 

 [Ni(PsalentBu)] [Ni(PsalentBu)]+ [Ni(PsalenOMe)] [Ni(PsalenOMe)]+ 

Ni-O1a 1.878(1)c 1.828(2) 1.880(2) 1.829(3) 

Ni-O2a 1.878(1)c 1.844(2) 1.885(2) 1.864(3) 

Ni-N1a 1.888(2)c 1.875(3) 1.877(2) 1.874(3) 

Ni-N2 a 1.888(2)c 1.842(3) 1.884(2) 1.841(3) 

P1-N1a 1.619(2)c 1.639(3) 1.603(2) 1.627(3) 

P2-N2a 1.619(2)c 1.650(3) 1.606(2) 1.632(3) 

4 0.06 0.12 0.12 0.17 

Torsion 

angleb 
6.15 11.47 11.96 16.02 

a in Å; b  (N1O1O2N2) torsion angle in degree (°); c equivalent by symmetry 

 

In both neutral complexes, the Ni-N and Ni-O bond distances are 

similar and shorten upon oxidation (see Table 1). The contraction 

is more pronounced for the Ni-O bonds which are reduced by 

0.051 and 0.021 Å in [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) (Figure 3). This non-

symmetric contraction is also observed in the Ni-N bonds, which 

varies by 0.003 and 0.043 Å. As a consequence, a long axis 

appears along the N1-Ni-O2 segment. This contraction is 

accompanied by an elongation of the P-N bonds by about 0.025 

Å, translating the increased donation of the iminophosphorane 

moieties to the metal. Similar variations were already observed 

for [Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6).[34] As found in the neutral complexes, 

the NOON torsion angle is larger in [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) (16.0 ° 

compared to 11.5 ° in [Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6)). The comparison of 

4 shows the amplification of the distortion upon oxidation (Table 

1). No quinoid pattern of the phenoxy rings is observed unlike 

what was reported for several oxidized [Ni(Salen)]+ complexes, in 

which a phenoxyl radical is formed.[13] In agreement with this 

observation, the O-CAr bond distances of the cationic complexes 

are similar to those of the neutral complexes. This indicates either 

the absence of a phenoxyl radical or its strong delocalization. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thus, as for [Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6), the data point to a metal 

centered oxidation for [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6). 

Both [Cu(PsalentBu)] and [Cu(PsalenOMe)] complexes display a 

distorted square planar geometry around the metal center (see 

Figure S3 and S4). The coordination bond distances are longer 

than those found in the analogous nickel complexes (average of 

0.04 Å for the M-O distances and 0.06 Å for the M-N distances).  

 

Table 2. Selected bond lengths and angles for neutral and cationic copper 

complexes. 

 [Cu(PsalentBu)] [Cu(PsalentBu)]+ [Cu(PsalenOMe)] [Cu(PsalenOMe)]+ 

Ni-O1a 1.917(2)c 1.861(3) 1.923(2) 1.904(3) 

Ni-O2a 1.917(2)c 1.860(3) 1.919(2) 1.882(3) 

Ni-N1a 1.951(2)c 1.889(4) 1.948(2) 1.920(4) 

Ni-N2 a 1.951(2)c 1.889(3) 1.941(2) 1.913(4) 

P1-N1a 1.602(2)c 1.644(4) 1.597(2) 1.639(4) 

P2-N2a 1.602(2)c 1.657(4) 1.593(2) 1.621(4) 

4 0.14 0.02 0.21 0.03 

Torsion 

angleb 

13.02 1.01 19.40 
1.87 

a in Å; b (N1O1O2N2) torsion angle in degree (°); c equivalent by symmetry 

The distortion with respect to the square planar geometry is easily 

remarkable with a 4 index at 0.14 and 0.21 for [Cu(PsalentBu)] 

and [Cu(PsalenOMe)] respectively. Upon oxidation an important 

gain in planarity is observed; the NOON torsion angle of the main 

plane decreases from 13.0 to 1.0° in the case of 

[Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6), and from 19.4 ° to 1.9 ° for 

[Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) (Figure 4, Table 2). The planarity is 

almost similar in both oxidized complexes with 4 values at 0.02 

and 0.03. A contraction around the metal center is also observed. 

This contraction is more pronounced for [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) 

where Cu-O and Cu-N bonds shorten by an average of 0.057 Å 

and 0.062 Å, respectively, compared to an average of 0.028 Å for 

both bonds in [Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6). In comparison with the 

nickel complexes, the contraction is only slightly unsymmetrical 

so that no shorter or longer axis forms. As previously mentioned, 

an elongation of the P-N bonds is also observed. The phenoxy 

rings and the C-OAr bonds also do not experience significant 

variations, as they would in the case of a radical localized on the 

ligand. This contrasts with the [M(1,2-salcnOMe)] (M = Cu, Ni) or 

[Ni(salentBu)] complexes, in which a clear differentiation in the 

metric parameters is observed when either the ligand or the metal 

is oxidized.[12-13, 35b] In [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6), the observed metric 

parameters are in good agreement with those found in the 

characterization of [Cu(1,2-salcntBu)](SbF6),[12] which was 

described as a CuIII complex in the solid state. These data seem 

to point toward a metal centered oxidation, but must be taken 

cautiously. In [Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6), even if the gain in planarity 

and the contraction of the coordination sphere are in favor of a 

CuIII center, the differences observed relative to 

[Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) and in particular the weaker contraction 

may suggest an intermediate situation in which both ligand and 

the metal are getting partially oxidized. A definitive conclusion 

regarding the electronic structure cannot be drawn based only on 

X-ray structures, thus the magnetic properties of the complexes 

were investingated. 

 

 

Figure 4. ORTEPs of [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) (a) and [Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6)  (b) 

with thermal ellipsoids at 50 % probability. The SbF6
- anion, hydrogen atoms 

and solvent molecules have been omitted for clarity. Selected bond angles 

(deg): for [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6): N1-Cu-O2 178.72(1), N2-Cu-O1 178.94(2); 

for [Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6): N1-Cu-O2 178.66(2), N2-Cu-O1 177.55(2) 

Magnetic studies 

All complexes, except [Ni(PsalenOMe)], were investigated over the 

5-300 K temperature range. The [Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6) complex 

was already measured in a previous study,[34] and showed the 

typical Curie behavior of a d7 square-planar complex (C = 0.46 

cm3 K mol-1) with a measured giso value of 2.22, in good 

agreement with typical unquenched orbital moment of a first row 

late transition metal. Accordingly, if [Ni(PsalenOMe)] is 

diamagnetic in agreement with d8 square-planar complexes, 

[Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) shows a behavior very similar to that of 

[Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6) with a T value of 0.427 cm3 K mol-1 at 

room temperature (see Figure S8). The giso value obtained is 2.16, 

slightly lower than that of [Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6). The measured 

values are indicative on an orbital contribution, which is due to a 

significant metallic character of the magnetic orbital. The 

observed slight decrease of g values between the two complexes 

can be interpreted by a decrease in the metal character.[35a] 

However, at this stage, it is wise to remember that the 

quantification of the ligand and metal character with this sole set 

of data remains dubious.  

b) 

a) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The temperature magnetic data of [Cu(PsalentBu)] and 

[Cu(PsalenOMe)] are in good agreement with d9 complexes with 

room temperature values of T of 0.446 and 0.424 cm3 K mol-1, 

respectively (Figures S9 and S10). 

Figure 5. Temperature dependent magnetic data of [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) 

(blue circles) and [Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) (red circles). 

The magnetic data for [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) and 

[Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) are reported in Figure 5. In both cases, 

the magnetic susceptibility is independent of the temperature.  

[Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) exhibits a  value of 0.00070(5) cm3 mol-1 

while [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) has a  value ≈ 0.0001(1) cm3 mol-1. 

Both values are low but positive which indicates a temperature 

independent paramagnetic (TIP)[39] behavior albeit the  value is 

more than seven times higher in [Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) than in 

[Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6). In these cases, the purity of the sample 

was corrected for magnetic impurities,[40] and the nature of the 

sample containment was chosen according to previous reports 

(See SI for details).[41]  The observation of this TIP behavior over 

the large temperature range indicates that the triplet state is not 

populated -or to a very small extent- at room temperature and this 

is in favor of a relative large gap (–2J) between the open-shell 

singlet and the triplet states (above 1000 cm-1). Indeed, a 

Boltzmann distribution over the two states, a singlet ground state 

and a triplet excited state, separated by 1000 cm-1 leads to a 

population of only 1 % of the triplet state at room temperature. A 

fit of the T curve, which is linear over this temperature range, 

with an exchange coupling Hamiltonian is therefore 

uninformative.[17b] This is in good agreement with recent 

observations made by Nocera and co-workers on copper 

corroles[17b] and is also reminiscent to the electronic ground state 

of the galactose oxidase.[42]  

The very low value of  for [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) has to be taken 

cautiously since the error is rather large and it is preferable at this 

stage to avoid drawing any conclusions. 

 

Solution properties 

Cyclic voltammetry 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments have been performed on 

[Cu(PsalentBu)], [Cu(PsalenOMe)], as well as [Ni(PsalenOMe)], 

that can be directly compared with [Ni(PsalentBu)], already 

published.[34] The dianionic ligands have also been studied with 

this method as their potassium salt form (K2PsalentBu, 

K2PsalenOMe). All the redox potentials reported and discussed in 

this work are expressed versus the Fc+/Fc reference couple. 

Substitution of tBu groups by MeO groups induces a rather small 

change in the electronics of the ligands. Figure S11 shows the 

two non-reversible oxidations that are attributed to the oxidation 

of both phenoxide rings. Under our experimental conditions, these 

waves are not reversible and are indicative of the fast chemical 

degradation of the radical anion and the dianion that are formed 

in our CV experiments.   

 

Table 3. Oxidation potentials for free ligands in V versus Fc+/Fc in CH2Cl2 (0.12 

M TBAPF6, scan rate 0.1 V/s).  

 a c = 1.5 mM; b c = 2.5 mM; c ref [43] 

Results gathered in Table 3 show that the presence of the 

electron donating methoxy groups facilitates the first and second 

oxidations by 0.18 and 0.22 V, respectively, in agreement with 

their Hammet constant.[44] The gap between the two oxidation 

processes is comparable for both phosphasalen ligands (0.30 and 

0.26 V) and is larger than that measured for H2SalentBu in its 

neutral form (0.11 V).[43] 

Figure 6. Cyclic voltammetry curves of the first oxidation of [Cu(PsalentBu)] 

(blue), [Cu(PsalenOMe)] (green) and [Ni(PsalenOMe)] (red) in CH2Cl2 (containing 

0.12 M TBAPF6 and 3 mM of complex, scan rate 0.1 V.s-1) at a carbon electrode. 

The CV of [Ni(PsalentBu)] exhibits three oxidation waves at 0.01 

V (I), 0.82 V (II) and 1.24 V (III).[34] Similarly, [Ni(PsalenOMe)] 

exhibits three oxidation waves: a reversible one at -0.06 V (I), a 

pseudo-reversible at 0.47 V (II) and an irreversible one at 1.00 V 

(III) (see Figures 6 and S12). The three oxidations account for the 

possibility of oxidizing both phenoxide rings and the metal center. 

The first oxidation of [Ni(PsalenOMe)] is easier by 0.07 V, 

compared to that of [Ni(PsalentBu)] (Figures 6 and S12, Table 4). 

 EapI EapII EI/II 

K2PsalentBu a -0.15 0.15 0.30 

K2PsalenOMe b -0.33 -0.07 0.26 

(PsalentBu/ PsalenOMe) 0.18 0.22 0.04 

H2SalentBu c 0.35 0.46 0.11 
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This is lower compared to the values measured for the free 

ligands (0.18 V).The striking point in these values is the gap 

between the first and second oxidation (EI/II) which is 0.81 and 

0.53 V in [Ni(PsalentBu)] and [Ni(PsalenOMe)], respectively. They 

strongly differ from the EI/II of the free ligands (0.30 and 0.26 V). 

Comparatively, for salen derivatives such as [Ni(salentBu)],[45] the 

first oxidation occurs at 0.59 V, and the separation between first 

and second oxidation EI/II is 0.46 V, lower to what we report here. 

In this complex, the two first oxidations are attributed to the 

oxidation of the two phenoxide groups.[45] The fact that the first 

oxidation is at higher potential in salen derivatives is explained by 

the better electron-donating ability of iminophosphoranes. 

Table 4. Redox potentials for nickel and copper complexes expressed in V 

versus Fc+/Fc in CH2Cl2 (3 mM complex, 0.12 M TBAPF6, scan rate 0.1 V/s). 

Compound EI
1/2 EII

1/2 EI/II 

[Ni(PsalentBu)] 0.01 0.82 0.81 

[Ni(PsalenOMe)] -0.06 0.47 0.53 

[Ni(salentBu)]a 0.59 1.05 0.46 

[Ni(salenOMe)] -0.06 0.47 0.53 

[Ni(1,2-salcnOMe)]b 0.22 0.64 0.42 
[Cu(PsalentBu)] 0.10 0.95 0.85 

[Cu(PsalenOMe)] 0.04 0.54 0.50 

[Cu(salentBu)]c 0.55 0.75 0.20 

[Cu(1,2-salcnOMe)]b 0.28 0.44 0.16 

a ref. 45; b ref. 13; c ref. 43.  

[Cu(PsalentBu)] and [Cu(PsalenOMe)] redox potentials are slightly 

shifted to anodic potentials compared to the nickel analogues 

(Table 4). These slight differences account for the small variation 

in electronegativity between both metals.[46] The first oxidation 

processes are mono-electronic and can be attributed to the 

oxidation of the metal center and/or to the phenoxide rings as 

described above for the nickel derivatives. The easier oxidation of 

[Cu(PsalenOMe)] compared to [Cu(PsalentBu)] (E = 0.06 V) is 

due to the methoxy substitution. The difference is noticeably 

smaller compared to that in the free ligands (E = 0.18 V) but 

comparable to that of the nickel complexes (E = 0.07 V). The 

replacement of the imines by iminophosphoranes moieties also 

provides easier oxidation compared to analogous salen 

derivatives with values of first oxidation potential of 0.55 V for 

[Cu(1,2-salentBu)][43] and 0.28 V for [Cu(1,2-salcnOMe)].[12] 

Interestingly, the EI/II in both copper and nickel complexes is 

comparable for a given ligand: 0.85 V and 0.81 V, respectively, 

for the PsalentBu ligand and 0.50 V and 0.53 V, respectively, for 

the PsalenOMe ligand.  

The gap between the first and the second oxidation is related to 

the electronic structure of the one-electron oxidized species. If 

only the ligand is involved, the gap with the second oxidation is 

small. If both the metal and the ligand participate, allowing 

delocalization, this gap becomes larger evidencing the greater 

difficulty to doubly oxidize the complex because of the presence 

of a highly electropositive metal center. This is the case in 

[Ni(salentBu)] (EI/II = 0.40 V),[45] to a larger extent in 

[Ni(PsalenOMe)] (EI/II = 0.53 V), and even more in [Ni(PsalentBu)] 

(EI/II = 0.81 V).[34] From these observations, the reduced gap 

observed in [Ni(PsalenOMe)] compared to [Ni(PsalentBu)] would 

suggest a larger contribution of the ligand in the mono-oxidized 

species [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6). The third oxidation observed for 

nickel complexes reinforces this picture: EII/III is 0.26 V in 

[Ni(PsalentBu)] and is close to the separation observed in the free 

ligand (EI/II = 0.30 V), while EII/III is 0.54 V in [Ni(PsalenOMe)]. 

The gap between the two first oxidations evolves similarly in the 

copper series from 0.16 and 0.20 V for [Cu(1,2-salcnOMe)] and 

[Cu(salentBu)], to 0.50 and 0.85 V for [Cu(PsalenOMe)] and 

[Cu(PsalentBu)] pointing also towards a stronger metallic 

contribution in presence of the PsalentBu ligand. This means that 

both the ligand and the metal contribution are similar in the copper 

and nickel complexes when they possess the same Psalen ligand.  

 

UV-Visible spectroscopy 

The spectra of neutral nickel and copper complexes and 

significant bands are shown in Figure S13 and Table S4. Upon 

oxidation, the spectra of the both copper complexes change 

significantly (Figure 7). They exhibit an intense band around 560 

nm and a large band in the NIR region. The transition around 400 

nm increases and is red-shifted to 450 nm.  

Figure 7. UV-vis spectra of [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6)  (blue solid line) 

[Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) (red solid line), [Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6) (blue dashed line), 

and [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6)  (red dashed line) in CH2Cl2 at 298 K 

The electronic spectrum of [Ni(PsalenOMe)] is also similar to the 

one described for [Ni(PsalentBu)].[34] This is the same for the 

oxidized complexes, showing a transition at 510 nm ( = 2500 M-

1 cm-1, Figure 7), which should correspond to LMCT (Ligand to 

Metal Charge Transfer) as already suggested for 

[Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6). In the NIR region, all the four oxidized 

complexes display an intense broad band, but some slight 

differences are observed. PsalentBu complexes present less 

intense and blue-shifted absorptions. For [Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6) 

the band is centered at 1100 nm (ε = 3600 cm-1 M-1) and present 
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a Δν1/2 of 550 nm. The band of [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) is red-

shifted to 1300 nm and its intensity increases (ε = 9200 cm-1 M-1, 

Δν1/2 = 520 nm). Compared to their salen analogues, the bands 

are blue-shifted and notably less intense. Thus [Ni(salentBu)], 

which was characterized as a fully delocalized Robin-Day class III 

mixed-valence complex[47] gives a large signal centered around 

2130 nm (ε = 21400 cm-1 M-1). For [Ni(1,2-salcnOMe)] several 

transitions were observed above 1500 nm and this complex was 

characterized as an intermediate class II/class III mixed-valence 

complex[48] For copper, as for nickel complexes, the intense band 

observed in the NIR region is red-shifted and more intense for the 

PsalenOMe complex compared to the PsalentBu one: the center of 

the band moves from 1180 nm (ε = 7400 cm-1 M-1, Δν1/2 = 620 nm) 

to 1400 nm (ε = 7400 cm-1 M-1, Δν1/2 = 620 nm). The NIR spectrum 

of [Cu(PsalentBu)]+ resembles to that obtained by F. Thomas et 

coll. for a bis-anilido complex (1280 nm, 7460 cm-1 M-1), which 

was characterized as a CuIII complex.[49] Interestingly, even if the 

NIR broad band look at first similar, some slight differences 

appear above 1000 nm contrary to the UV-vis domain. However, 

the bands are very large, and may correspond to a variety of 

different transitions precluding drawing any conclusion about the 

electronic structure of the complexes. Overall, the spectra of the 

oxidized Ni and Cu complexes bearing Psalen ligands are very 

similar and do not inform on any chemical structure differentiation 

unlike the electrochemical data.  

This discrepancy poses question. Since it is clear from the CV 

studies that the two different ligands induce two different 

delocalization extents, it certainly indicates that the attribution of 

the similar bands observed in the optical spectra cannot be pure 

d → d or  → * transitions. According to the electrochemical data, 

a larger ligand based transition ( → *) would have been 

expected for the complexes bearing the PsalenOMe ligand. This is 

why the bands have been tentatively assigned to charge-transfer 

bands. This assignment is in good agreement with the 

literature[26a] and our previous assignments for the 

[Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6) complex.[34] Therefore, in the case of a 

delocalized orbital, it is conceivable that the transition from a 

primarily ligand loaded orbital to a primarily empty metal orbital 

(LMCT) would have a similar intensity than the transition of a 

primarily metal loaded orbital to a primarily ligand empty orbital 

(MLCT). The problem that arises at this stage does not only lie on 

the nature of the ground state but on the nature of the excited 

states. In these complexes, when both the ligand and the metal 

are involved in the populated high-energy orbitals, the optical 

spectra are not useful for the quantification of the metallic (or 

ligand) contribution to the ground state without knowing the nature 

of the excited state. 

 

 

 

NMR studies 

All compounds were studied by solution 1H and 31P{1H} NMR 

spectroscopy. [Ni(PsalenOMe)] and [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6)  

possess spectra similar to those reported for [Ni(PsalentBu)] and 

its oxidized species.[34] [Ni(PsalenOMe)] displays a typical 

diamagnetic spectrum with a 31P{1H} resonance at 35.2 ppm, in 

agreement with a NiII square planar d8 complex.   

[Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) exhibits a paramagnetic 1H NMR spectrum 

(Figure S14) with no 31P{1H} NMR resonance, which may indicate 

a NiIII square planar d7 center. The 1H NMR spectrum of 

[Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) was recorded at different temperatures 

(Figure S15) and agrees well with a paramagnetic complex 

following the Curie law. At 20 °C, the methyl resonance of the 

methoxy groups has a chemical shift of 33.98 ppm, the aromatic 

protons from the phenoxide resonate at 25.99 and -2.84 ppm, 

while the tBu groups resonate at 2.88 ppm. The isotropic 

paramagnetic shift (para = obs - dia) is therefore 30.56 ppm for the 

methoxy group, 19.12 ppm for one set of the aromatic protons, 

9.71 ppm for the second set and 1.52 ppm for the tBu groups at 

25 °C. For comparison, in the case of [Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6) the 

paramagnetic isotropic shifts para were 11.89 and 9.18 ppm for 

the two aromatic protons; and 1.14 and 1.81 ppm for the two tBu 

groups. From the NMR data, it seems that [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) 

has more pronounced isotropic shifts than [Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6). 

The paramagnetic isotropic shift has two contributions, the 

pseudo-contact (PC) and the Fermi contact (FC).[50] The former 

relates to the magnetic susceptibility tensor as well as the metrical 

parameters between the observed proton and the paramagnetic 

center. The latter relates to the extent of the spin density 

experienced by the observed protons. The geometry 

modifications between [Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6) and 

[Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) are rather small but sizeable. It is therefore 

difficult to attribute the origin of the different isotropic shifts since 

both contributions (electronic and geometric) may be involved in 

these data. However, [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) has a lower giso 

value but an increased isotropic shift, which is contradictory. It is 

therefore reasonable to consider a strong influence of the Fermi 

contact, i.e., an increased spin density on the phenoxy ring, which 

dominates the observed paramagnetic isotropic shift. This agrees 

with a larger ligand contribution to the magnetic orbital in 

[Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) complex, i.e., a larger metal contribution in 

[Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6) as suggested by CV data. 

For [Cu(PsalentBu)] and [Cu(PsalenOMe)] no 31P{1H} NMR signal 

was observed as expected for paramagnetic d9 complexes. Their 
1H NMR spectrum displayed broad signals, among which those 

corresponding to the tert-butyl and methoxy groups as well as one 

of the phenoxide protons have been assigned. 

[Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) possesses an apparent diamagnetic 

behavior at room temperature and a broad 31P signal is present at 

41.8 ppm in CD2Cl2 (see Figure S16). Its 1H NMR spectrum 

exhibited six broad signals (see Figure S17) at 7.82, 7.73, 6.56, 

2.95, 1.40 and 1.14 ppm which were tentatively assigned to the 

aromatic protons (PPh2 and phenoxide), one phenoxide proton, 

the alkyl linker, and the two tert-butyl groups, respectively. To rule 

out the presence of paramagnetic species in solution the 1H NMR 

spectrum has been recorded at different temperatures from 20 to 

-90 °C (see Figure S18). No significant change was observed 

along this temperature range, except for the resolution of one of 

the phenoxide protons, and the decoalescence of the signal 

corresponding to the ethylene bridge, which is characteristic of a 

rigid structure at the NMR timescale at low temperature. The 

absence of a significant temperature dependence tends to 

indicate that [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) is diamagnetic in agreement 

with a square planar d8 complex in solution. Nevertheless, SQUID 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

measurements point towards an open shell singlet for this 

complex. 

The situation is different for [Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) which 

presents a broader 1H spectrum than [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) 

(Figure S19). No 31P{1H} NMR signal is observed at room 

temperature, an indication of the paramagnetic nature of the 

species. Two resonances were found particularly shifted 

compared to the typical diamagnetic shift: one at 5.65 ppm, 

assigned to the protons of the methoxy group, and the other at 

4.65 ppm, assigned to one of the aromatic phenoxide protons. For 

these two resonances, the isotropic shift is calculated from the 

corresponding [Ni(PsalenOMe)] chemical shifts, a diamagnetic d8 

square planar analogue, and are 2.23 and 2.22 ppm for the 

methoxy group and the aromatic phenoxide proton, respectively. 

As an additional note, the paramagnetic isotropic chemical shift 

para of the tBu group is only 0.06 ppm. 

Figure 8. 1H NMR spectra of [Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) in THF-d8 at different 

temperatures. 

The variable temperature 1H and 31P NMR studies, conducted in 

THF, are presented in Figures 8, S20 and S21. The phosphorus 

atoms display a broad signal around 47 ppm below -70 °C (Figure 

S21). From 55 to -90 °C, the proton resonances broaden with the 

exception of the methoxy group. The two resonances with 

maximum paramagnetic isotropic shift (those of methoxy and one 

phenoxide protons) experienced significant shifts when changing 

the temperature. A plot of these chemical shifts in function of the 

inverse of the temperature is given in Figure S22. At low 

temperature the paramagnetic isotropic shift para decreases to 

values of 0.12 and 0.52 ppm for the methoxy and the aromatic 

phenoxide protons, respectively. In addition, the chemical shift 

variation is not linear vs the temperature (Figure S22). This, 

added to the evolution of the paramagnetic isotropic shifts with 

the temperature, indicates a singlet ground state and a triplet 

excited state that is getting partially populated at high 

temperatures. A fit of the chemical shift variation with the 

temperature is therefore possible according to the equation 

proposed by Le Guennic et al.,[51] that is derived from the Fermi 

contact contribution of the paramagnetic isotropic shift, here 

adapted to [Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) (Equation 1). 

 

δ(ppm)= δsinglet+10
6  gβe

gNβN
 

aS(S+1)

kT
 [3+ exp (

ΔET-S

RT
)]

-1

 (1) 

With g, gN being the electronic and nuclear g-values, respectively, 

e, N the Bohr and nuclear magnetons respectively, a the 

isotropic hyperfine coupling constant, S the spin of the system, k 

the Boltzmann constant, and R the gas constant (see SI for 

details). 

This analysis leads to the fit of the different unknown parameters: 

singlet= 3.55 ppm and aH= -1.63 G for the methoxy group and 

singlet= 6.38 ppm and a = 2.87 G for the phenoxide proton. The 

energy difference between the two states is ET-S = 17 kJ mol-1, 

i.e., 1420 cm-1 or 0.176 eV. This is in good agreement with the 

value obtained by Nocera and coworkers in a Cu corrole 

complex[17b] and indicates a large energy gap between the singlet 

ground state and the triplet state. The question still remains on 

the nature of the singlet ground state: an open-shell configuration 

where a strong antiferromagnetic coupling between the CuII 

center and the phenoxyl radical cation is present, or a closed-shell 

singlet, i.e., a d8 CuIII complex. It is important to note that the singlet 

obtained from Equation 1 are not in perfect agreement with the 

dia obtained from [Ni(PsalenOMe)]. It seems that another 

contribution is present in the singlet of [Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6), and 

thus the presence of an open-shell singlet is then likely, in 

agreement with the solid-state magnetic data.  

Because of the behavior of [Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6), the 

diamagnetism of [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) is also in question. An 

alternative ground state formulation could be given: an open-shell 

singlet ground state with a high-energy triplet above it, which 

cannot be substantially populated at room temperature. 

Increasing the temperature did not, however, allow observing any 

significant shift in the aromatic protons of the phenoxy group. Yet 

there is a contradiction for [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) between the 

NMR and the solid state magnetic data, giving a different metallic 

electronic count. 1H NMR studies picture a diamagnetic complex 

at room temperature without significant changes when varying the 

temperature, whereas the low but positive value of the magnetic 

susceptibility points to an open-shell singlet, S=0 (d9,L•+) which is 

far below the triplet (large singlet-triplet energy gap). These 

contradictions suggest that [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6)  complex has 

relative contributions of both the open-shell and the closed-shell 

singlet, i.e. a multi-configurational ground state. 

 

 

EPR studies 

X-band EPR spectra were recorded for all paramagnetic 

compounds: [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6), [Cu(PsalentBu)], 

[Cu(PsalenOMe)], [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) and 

[Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) (Figures S23-27). Dichloromethane 

solutions of [Cu(PsalentBu)] (Figure S23) and [Cu(PsalenOMe)] 

(Figure S24) were recorded at room temperature and show typical 

EPR spectra for d9 copper complexes in a rhombic environment 

(g1 = 2.124, g2 = 2.107, g3 = 2.051) with hyperfine coupling 

constants ACu of 251, 210 and 90 MHz for [Cu(PsalentBu)] and of 

251, 210 and 75 MHz (g1 = 2.122, g2 = 2.105, g3 = 2.051) for 

[Cu(PsalenOMe)] (see Table S5). A superhyperfine coupling with 

the two nitrogen atoms is also observed, with AN of 28 MHz for 

both complexes. This value is in agreement with those found in 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the case of copper salen or corrole complexes.[17b, 52] Both spectra 

are very similar despite the replacement of a tBu group by a 

methoxy group. [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) and 

[Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) have been found to be both EPR silent 

over the studied temperature range (77 K to room temperature) in 

perpendicular mode. This reinforces the presence of a singlet 

ground state in both cases. 

 

 

 

Figure 9. X- band EPR spectra of [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6)  in CH2Cl2 at (a) 220 

K (blue line), 180 K (red line) and 140 K (orange line) (b) 10 K (red line), 40 K 

(green line) and 80 K (purple line). 

The EPR spectrum of [Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6) showed no signal at 

room temperature, and a rhombic signal typical of a d7 metal 

center[34] at low temperature. This behavior is explained by fast 

relaxation allowed by low-lying spin orbit states.[53] The spectrum 

of [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) (Figure 9) is rather unusual. Contrary to 

[Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6),[34] the spectrum at room temperature 

exhibits an isotropic, narrow and complicated pattern centered at 

giso = 2.005, in agreement with the typical spectrum of organic 

radical species (Figure S27). At first glance, the spectrum is 

composed of two main transitions that are split in about ten bands 

(9-10 G), although their number is difficult to assess because of 

overlaps. The simulation of this spectrum (Figure S27) was made 

taking into account both the aromatic protons from the phenoxide 

ring (AH = 25.83 MHz, 1H and AH = 2.01 MHz, 1H) and the methyl 

protons of the tBu group (AH = 3.08 MHz, 9H). The protons of the 

methoxy group were not used in this simulation, which contrasts 

with the VT-NMR results. This can be explained by a less efficient 

hyperconjugation mechanism to transfer the spin density on the 

methyl proton of the methoxy group compared to the tBu group. 

With a decrease of the temperature the spectrum broadens, a 

common feature in organic radicals,[54] to yield a broad doublet at 

140 K (Figure 9a, orange line). Below 100 K, a new feature 

appears at low field, while the doublet continues to broaden 

before finally coalescing (Figure 9b). The new feature is 

composed of three transitions in good agreement with a NiIII d7 

rhombic structure. A similar behavior was observed for 

[Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6) albeit no radical signal was present.[34] The 

rhombic g matrix was simulated with g values of 2.07, 2.15 and 

2.21 (gav = 2.14) while the isotropic radical signal is centered at 

giso = 2.005 (Figure S26, Table S6). The ratio between the two 

signals was not investigated because of the fast relaxation of the 

metallic signal at high temperature and the saturation of the 

radical at low temperature. The rhombic g matrix of the NiIII center 

is somewhat different to that of [Ni(PsalentBu)](SbF6) with a lower 

gav value (2.14 vs. 2.19). This fits with the magnetic data, in which 

a giso value of 2.16 was measured. In agreement with the solid-

state X-ray data, the xy plane defined by the NOON coordination 

environment is not strictly planar and one of the axes is 

significantly shortened; the signal has therefore a rhombic 

symmetry. Additionally, the solid-state EPR data of 

[Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) do not show a ligand feature but only a 

rhombic g matrix (Figure S25) which agrees with a NiIII formulation. 

Differentiation of the electronic structure between solid-state and 

solution have already been reported[12] and shed light on the 

subtle bias that this ligand backbone offers upon variation of the 

phenoxide substituents. 

The behavior of [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) may be interpreted in 

different manners: i) an incomplete temperature-induced valence 

tautomerism where an electron shifts from the metal (at high 

temperatures) towards the ligand (at low temperatures); ii) a 

delocalized orbital (metal and ligand character) allowing both 

signals to appear at low temperature; and iii) a multi-

configurational electronic structure with several different 

configurations: some with a ligand radical, others with the oxidized 

metal. The eventuality of an incomplete valence tautomerism 

cannot be ruled out since the solid-state and solution EPR data 

are different. However, the effective magnetic moment was 

measured in solution with the Evans’ method and a value of 1.9 

µB was obtained at room temperature. This is higher than the 

theoretical effective magnetic moment of a radical species and 

may indicate an orbital contribution to this moment. This seems to 

disprove the valence tautomerism hypothesis. Therefore, it is 

conceivable that the EPR data of the [Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) 

complex suggest a multi-configurational ground state, in which 

the wave function is composed of a primary ligand magnetic 

orbital and a primary metallic magnetic orbital. This was also 

suggested for the oxidized copper complexes after solid-state and 

VT-NMR studies. 

Theoretical studies 

DFT geometries and electronic structures 

All complexes have been studied by DFT in order to accurately 

reproduce the geometry. The TPSSh functional was first selected 

for its accurate description of spin states in transition metal 

1,952,052,152,252,35

g value

1,9982,0032,0082,013

g value
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complexes as it was shown in various DFT studies.[55] 

Furthermore, TPSSh was associated to the D3 approach to 

include explicitly dispersion effects[56] in such complexes 

exhibiting bulky ligands. Most importantly, TPSSh-D3 was found 

to be the best compromise to reproduce the experimental trends 

for the changes in geometry upon oxidation. The DFT bond length 

changes correlate well with the X-ray values (Table S7-10). 

However, the CuII complexes are predicted to be more planar with 

smaller NOON torsion angle values than experimentally observed. 

The electronic structure of the eight complexes has been 

computed at the TPSSh-D3/ZORA/TZ2P level (Figure S28). In 

the four neutral species, the highest occupied molecular orbital 

(HOMO) has a similar shape with a strong metal character and a 

delocalization on the phenoxide rings. Upon oxidation, this mixed 

metal-ligand character remains for the HOMO with no significant 

difference between the cationic complexes. It is difficult to provide 

a more detailed description from the DFT analysis; we therefore 

turned to multi-referential methods. 

 

CASSCF calculations 

For both oxidized nickel complexes, state-average CASSCF 

calculations have been carried out with a doublet as the requested 

spin. The starting orbitals were built by allowing the single electron 

to be in either a π-ligand or a d-Ni orbital. The resulting active 

molecular orbitals for which an occupation with unpaired electrons 

occurs are provided in Figures 11 and 12.  

Figure 10.  Active space molecular orbitals occupied by unpaired electrons 

associated to their “metal” or “ligand” character for [Ni(PsalentBu)]+. 

For [Ni(PsalentBu)]+, the ground state is mainly composed of two 

configurations (see Chart 1). The main one (55 %) corresponds 

to the unpaired electron located in a metal-type orbital. The 

second one (12 %) is characterized by three unpaired electrons 

in two metal-type orbitals and one π-ligand orbital (Figure 10). In 

the [Ni(PsalenOMe)]+ complex, the main configuration 

corresponds to the unpaired electron in an orbital having both 

metal and ligand character (weight of 41 %). Two other 

configurations have a significant weight: i) one unpaired electron 

in a metal-type orbital (11 %), ii) three unpaired electrons in two 

metal-ligand character orbitals and one metal-type orbital (9 %), 

(Figure 11). The CASSCF calculations show that both complexes 

have a multi-configurational ground state. However, 

[Ni(PsalentBu)]+ has clearly a stronger metal character than 

[Ni(PsalenOMe)]+, for which the ground state presents a larger spin 

delocalization on the ligand. 

 

 

Figure 11. Active space molecular orbitals occupied by unpaired electrons 

associated to their “metal” or “ligand” character for [Ni(PsalenOMe)]+. 

Chart 1. Electronic structure of the four oxidized complexes computed from 

CASSCF/TZVP state-average calculations. 

This multi-configurational ground state picture agrees well with 

the observation of both the metal and the ligand EPR transitions 

at low temperature. This also relates with NMR experiments 

showing a stronger Fermi contact contribution for 

[Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) and with the electrochemistry data, 

indicative of a reduced metal character in the same complex. 

Figure 12. Active space molecular orbitals occupied by unpaired electrons with 

a “metal-ligand” character for [Cu(PsalentBu)]+. 

Figure 13. Active space molecular orbitals occupied by unpaired electrons with 

a “metal-ligand” character for [Cu(PsalenOMe)]+. 

For both Cu complexes, state-average CASSCF calculations 

have been carried out with both a singlet and a triplet as the 

requested spin. The triplet has been found higher in energy by 

24.4 kJ/mol (2039.7 cm-1) and 27.8 kJ/mol (2323.9 cm-1) for 

[Cu(PsalentBu)]+ and [Cu(PsalenOMe)]+ respectively. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the singlet ground state, the active starting orbitals were built 

on the closed-shell SCF wave function. The resulting active 

molecular orbitals necessary to describe the ground states of the 

complexes are provided in Figures 13 and 14. 

For both complexes, the ground state was found to be multi-

configurational as well (see Chart 1). For [Cu(PsalentBu)]+, the 

main configuration corresponds to the closed-shell singlet, CuIII d8 

(68 %). A second configuration with a weight of 16 % corresponds 

to two unpaired electrons in two metal-ligand orbitals (Figure 12). 

The remaining 15 % is distributed among many other 

configurations. The situation is slightly different in the 

[Cu(PsalenOMe)]+ case for which the closed-shell configuration 

has only a weight of 33 %. Two other configurations with a global 

weight of 45 % correspond to the two unpaired electrons located 

in two metal-ligand orbitals (see Figure 13 for the three occupied 

orbitals). The remaining 20 % is distributed among many other 

configurations. 

As in the nickel complexes, both copper complexes possess a 

multi-configurational ground state with some metallic character, 

and a larger delocalization of the valence orbital for 

[Cu(PsalenOMe)]+. 

 Figure 14. Schematic representation of the  and  angles. 

However, the singlet state formulation does not correspond to that 

reported for oxidized copper salen complexes, which are 

generally described as ferromagnetically coupled radical 

complexes.[12] This may be explained by geometrical differences 

associated with the presence of the iminophosphorane (N=P) 

function.[33] The phosphorus atom is engaged in four bonds, 

therefore the NPC and CPC angles range between 103 and 117 ° 

in all complexes, indicative of a nearly tetrahedral arrangement. 

This contrasts with the sp2 hybridization of the carbon in the imine 

group of salen complexes, and explains why the planes of the 

Psalen phenoxide cannot be found in the NOON coordination 

plane. This geometrical distortion can be measured with both the 

CuOC(phenoxide) angle ( angle), as well as the torsion angle 

between the plane of the phenoxide ring and the NOON 

coordination plane ( angle) (Figure 14).[57]  

In all complexes, oxidized or not, the α angle ranges from 125 to 

130 ° while the β angle is between 32 and 44 °, close to those 

found in the galactose  oxidase ( = 129 ° and  = 75 °),[57] in 

contrast with the values of 180 and 90 ° found in copper salen 

complexes.[12] Thus, from a geometrical point of view, 

phosphasalen ligands are better structural models for the 

galactose oxidase, which possesses an open-shell singlet ground 

state (S=0). The orientation of the  orbital of the tyrosine radical 

with respect to the magnetic dx2-y2 orbital in the xy plane of the 

copper, i.e. the  and  angles, has been proposed to be the 

reason for such an electronic structure by Wieghardt and 

coworkers.[57] This is in agreement with Goodenough and 

Kanamori rules for singlet and triplet discrimination.[58] In 

phosphasalen complexes the large  angle allows large orbital 

overlap and covalency, therefore creating a bonding delocalized 

orbital, which possesses both metal and ligand character. 

Moreover, a slight difference in the  angle is noticeable when 

comparing PsalentBu and PsalenOMe in our series of complexes 

(36 ° vs 44 °), probably due to a reduced steric pressure in the 

latter. These slight differences set up an important geometric 

consideration aside from the usual electronic argument in order to 

better explain the electronic structure of the complexes reported 

here. The orbital overlap is slightly greater with the PsalenOMe 

than with PsalentBu ligand but certainly considerably larger 

compared to salen complexes. The formation of an open-shell 

singlet state in [Cu(PsalenOMe)]+ is allowed by the geometrical 

considerations ( and  angles) as observed in the galactose 

oxidase, whereas the PsalentBu ligand favors the formation of a 

magnetic orbital that has more metallic character. The differences 

observed experimentally between solid-state and solution may 

also account for slight modifications of the  and  angles in both 

phases. 

The magnitude of the orbital overlap, may allow several 

configurations, in which the wave function is composed of a 

primary ligand magnetic orbital and a primary metallic magnetic 

orbital, to contribute to the electronic ground state of the molecule. 

Therefore, the eventuality of a multi-configurational ground state 

was considered to account for the experimental results. Despite 

this, the proximity of the two fragments associated to an increased 

orbital overlap renders the accurate description of the 

spectroscopic oxidation state of the copper and of the nickel metal 

ions rather difficult. Nevertheless, overall the model fits: both the 

electronics (energy difference between the two fragments) and 

the geometry (reduced  angle) play a role in the ratio of metal vs 

ligand spin density. 

Conclusions 

In summary, we synthesized four phosphasalen complexes, 

which differ by the nature of the metal (Ni and Cu) and/or the para 

substituent on the phenoxide (tBu vs OMe) and studied their 

mono-oxidized products to determine as accurately as possible 

their electronic structure. With that purpose we performed solid-

state analysis (X-ray diffraction, magnetic measurements), 

solution studies (cyclic-voltammetry, UV-vis, NMR and EPR 

spectroscopies) as well as quantum chemical calculations. Both 

experimental and theoretical data evidenced similar electronic 

structure for copper and nickel complexes when bearing the same 

ligand. Solid-state structures of all complexes do not show a 

localized ligand radical, and a strong delocalization is therefore 

suggested. However, the phosphasalen ligand PsalentBu favors a 

magnetic orbital with more metallic character. For copper 

complexes, the experimental data indicate an open-shell singlet 

ground state with substantial contribution from a closed-shell 

singlet, especially with the PsalentBu ligand. Indeed, the magnetic 

measurements of [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) picture a d9 copper(II)-

radical ligand complex with strong antiferromagnetic coupling 

(TIP behavior), while the NMR spectra agree with a diamagnetic 

d8 copper(III) complex. Likewise, the solution EPR data for 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6) are also surprising since both nickel(III) 

and nickel(II) radical forms are observed on the same spectrum. 

A multi-configurational ground state is proposed to account for 

these experimental contradictions for both copper and nickel 

complexes. The four complexes were studied using DFT and 

present a high degree of orbital delocalization, showing that all 

oxidized complexes are very similar at this level of theory. 

However, the CASSCF calculations confirm the experimental 

observation of multi-configurational ground states for these 

complexes. The main configuration found for [Ni(PsalentBu)] 

shows a single electron in a metal based orbital, whereas for 

[Ni(PsalenOMe)] the single electron resides on a metal-ligand 

based orbital with a strong contribution of the phenoxide. For 

[Cu(PsalentBu)], the main configuration corresponds to a closed-

shell singlet, while for [Cu(PsalenOMe)], the ligand character is 

larger and the closed-shell configuration is minor (33 %) in this 

case. The larger ligand character, that is found for oxidized 

complexes featuring PsalenOMe can be explained by the greater 

electron density of the phenoxide rings but also by geometrical 

considerations since their larger  angle allows larger interaction 

energy (orbital overlap). More generally this study shows how 

subtle changes can result in diverging properties and electronic 

structures while relying on a similar formalism. In phosphasalen 

ligands, the introduction of the phosphorus atoms offers a 

supplementary structural variation compared to salen derivatives, 

influencing both the electronics and the geometry. It would be 

highly interesting to study how the modifications of the 

substituents of this heteroatom, as well as that of the nitrogen 

linker, affect the electronic structure of the mono-oxidized 

complexes. Work in that direction is in progress in our laboratory. 

Experimental Section 

General considerations. All experiments were carried out under 

inert conditions, either under a pure nitrogen atmosphere using 

Schlenk technics or in a drybox (O2 < 1 ppm, H2O < 0.1 ppm). 

Anhydrous solvents were used directly from a MBraun MB-SPS 

800 solvent purification machine. [NiBr2(DME)][59] and bis-

aminophosphonium proligands[32b, 37] were prepared according to 

the literature. All other reagents and deuterated solvents were 

obtained commercially and used without further purification. NMR 

spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 300 spectrometer 

operating at 300 MHz for 1H, 75.5 MHz for 13C and 121.5 MHz for 
31P. Solvent peaks were used as internal references for 1H and 
13C chemical shifts (ppm). 31P{1H} chemical shifts are relative to a 

85% H3PO4 external reference. The following abbreviations are 

used: br., broad; s, singlet; d, doublet; dd, doublet of doublets; t, 

triplet; m, multiplet.  

Elemental analyses were performed by the Elemental Analysis 

Service of the London Metropolitan University (United Kingdom). 

UV-Visible spectra were recorded in the 300-1000 nm range at 

room temperature on an Agilent Cary 60 Spectrometer, while the 

NIR spectra were recorded on an Agilent Cary 5000 spectrometer 

in the 300-2000 nm range. In both cases 10 mm quartz cuvettes 

were used with solvent background correction. The Single 

crystals were mounted on a kapton loop using Paratone® oil and 

cooled to 150 K in a nitrogen stream for X-ray structure 

determination. All data were collected on a Nonius Kappa CCD 

APEXII diffractometer using Mo K ( = 0.71069 Å) X-ray source 

and a graphite monochromator. The crystal structures were 

solved in SIR97,[60] SHELXL-97 and SHELXL-2014, and refined in 

SHELXL-97[61] and SHELXL-2014 by full-matrix least-squares 

using anisotropic thermal displacement parameters for all non-

hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen atoms were placed either at 

geometrically calculated positions or according to the localization 

of electronic densities around the carbon atoms and refined 

isotropically. Cif files were deposited to the Cambridge Data Base 

Center under the reference CCDC numbers: 1550870 to 1550875. 

Details of crystal data and structure refinements are summarized 

in Tables S1 to S3.  

Magnetic measurements were performed using a Cryogenic 

SX600 SQUID magnetometer. Solid samples were placed in 

quartz tubes under inert atmosphere. Magnetic susceptibility 

measurements were recorded at 5 T for [Cu(PsalenOMe)](SbF6)  

and [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6), and 0.5 T and 2 T for 

[Ni(PsalenOMe)](SbF6), in the 4-300 K temperature range. X-band 

EPR spectra were recorded on a Bruker ELEXSYS 500 

spectrometer equipped with a Bruker ER4119HS X band 

resonator, an Oxford Instrument continuous flow ESR 900 

cryostat, and a temperature control system. Samples of the 

oxidized complexes were prepared in the glove box using 

dichloromethane as solvent with some drops of toluene in quartz 

tubes. All spectra were recorded under non saturating conditions.  

Electrochemical experiments were performed using a 

VERSASTAT potentiostat. The counter electrode used was a Pt 

wire; the working electrode used was a glassy carbon electrode; 

and the reference electrode was a SCE. All the experiments were 

carried out under inert atmosphere in a 12 mL CH2Cl2 solution 

with 0.12 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) 

as supporting electrolyte and 3 mM complex. 

Figure 15 Labelling scheme of atoms in phosphasalen complexes.  

The syntheses of [Cu(PsalentBu)] and [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) are 

presented below as examples, other synthetic protocols are 

reported in SI. 

Synthesis of [Cu(PsalentBu)]: KHMDS (358 mg, 1.8 mmol) was 

added to a suspension of bis-aminophosphonium 

(H4PsalentBu)Br2 proligand (450 mg, 0.45 mmol) in 30 mL of THF. 

After stirring 2 h at room temperature the 31P{1H} NMR spectrum 

showed a sole singlet at 20 ppm, indicating that the deprotonation 

was completed. Insoluble salts were removed by centrifugation 

and CuBr2 (100 mg, 0.45 mmol) was added into the clear solution. 

After 2 h of stirring, the solution turned green and no 31P{1H} NMR 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

signal was observed. The solvent was removed under reduced 

pressure and the residue dissolved in CH2Cl2 and centrifuged. 

The solution was concentrated and a green precipitate was 

obtained by addition of petroleum ether. The green solid was 

washed with more petroleum ether and dried under reduced 

pressure to yield [Cu(PsalentBu)] (270 mg, 66 %). Crystals were 

obtained via evaporation of a CDCl3 solution. 31P{1H} NMR 

(CDCl3): no signal; 1H NMR (CDCl3)  9.38 (br. s, Hb,Hc,Hd), 6.98 

(br. s, Hf,Hh), 3.34 (br. s, Hp), 1.56 (br. s, Hl or Hn), 0.99 (br. s, Hl 

or Hn). Anal. Calcd. for C54H64Cu N2O2P2: C, 72.18; H, 7.18; N, 

3.12; Found: C, 72.29; H, 7.30; N, 2.98. UV-vis : , nm (, cm-1 M-

1) : 625 (960), 310 (14000). 

 

Synthesis of [Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) (250 mg, 0.28 mmol) was 

dissolved in CH2Cl2 (4 mL). Addition of AgSbF6 (96 mg, 0.28 mmol, 

1 equiv.) to the solution immediately resulted in a color change 

from green to deep purple together with the formation of a 

suspension of Ag. This suspension was stirred for 1 h and then 

filtered. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and 

the residue dissolved in a minimum amount of diethyl ether. A 

purple precipitate was obtained by addition of petroleum ether and 

then washed with more petroleum ether (3 × 10 mL). The solid 

was dried under reduced pressure to obtain 

[Cu(PsalentBu)](SbF6) as an analytically pure purple powder (269 

mg, 85 %). Dark purple crystals were obtained after one week of 

storage of a saturated solution of toluene/CH2Cl2 at -40 °C. 
31P{1H} NMR (CD2Cl2): δ 41.8 ppm; 1H NMR (CD2Cl2) δ 7.50-8.09 

(m, 22H, Hb, Hc, Hd, Hh), 6.56 (br. s, 2H, Hf), 2.95 (br. s, 4H, Hp), 

1.40 (br. s, 18H, Hl or Hn), 1.14 (br. s, 18H, Hl or Hn). Anal. Calcd. 

for C54H64F6N2NiO2P2Sb: C, 57.18; H, 5.69; N, 2.47. Found: C, 

57.12; H, 5.84; N, 2.57. UV-vis: , nm (, cm-1 M-1) : 430 (1400), 

560 (7400). 
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FULL PAPER 

The determination of the electronic structure of one-electron oxidized copper and 

nickel phosphasalen complexes was carried out combining different experimental 

techniques and quantum chemistry. A multi-configurational ground state is 

proposed for these complexes. Indeed, with those non-innocent ligands a small 

change in the ligand structure modifies the ratio of metal vs ligand spin density, 

which is explained by both electronic and geometrical factors. 
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